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16:40 DONCASTER, 3m 2f 

32red Best Casino Hunters' Chase (Class 6) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 F0/1122 ELEAZAR (GER) 5 
b g Alkalde - Eicidora

11 12 - 4p1 Non Runner
Mrs L Wadham

131

Jockey Colours: Black, red cross belts and sleeves, striped cap
Timeform says: Good strike-rate in hunters, winning twice from 3 starts in 2011. As good as
ever when chasing home a useful recruit to this sphere last week and very much respected.
NON RUNNER.

Notes: 

2 414-211 LORIKARAD (FR) 31 
b g Roakarad - Loriana

8 12 - 0p Mr L R Payter (5)
Miss C C Jones

-

Jockey Colours: Pink and purple diabolo, purple and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink and purple
quartered cap
Timeform says: Prolific winning pointer who knuckled down well to score at the first time of
asking in hunters at Towcester (2¾m) last month. Longer trip no problem and ought to be
thereabouts once more.  (Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

3 5211-42 PLENTY OF CHAT (IRE) 276 
b g Oscar - Ollatrim Lady

8 12 - 0 Mr R Winks (7)
P Winks

90

Jockey Colours: Pink, emerald green triple diamond, white sleeves, emerald green cap
Timeform says: Enjoyed some succes in points and jumped more proficiently when landing
a 19f Towcester hunter in May, but this more searching stamina test unlikely to play to
strengths.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

4 512P-24 WINTERWOOD (IRE) 31 C 
b g Definite Article - Miss Dolly

9 12 - 0v Mr W Kinsey (3)
Mrs A C Hamilton

116

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Matched fairly useful hurdles form when picking up a 3m handicap chase at
Ffos Las a year ago, but not at same level when beaten twice in points in recent months and
others more persuasive.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

5 745-328 LITTLE ROCKER (IRE) 271 
b g Rock Hopper - One Back

11 11 - 10 Mr O Wadlow (7)
R Smart

101

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red chevrons and armlets, red cap, royal blue star
Timeform says: Let down by jumping more often than not under Rules. Seemed to run
above himself when not beaten far in a valuable hunter at Stratford (3½m) in May, but lot
more required to lift this.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

6 P3/1P-
P1

RATHCOR 24 
b g Overbury - Brenig

10 11 - 10 Miss H Lewis (7)
S Rea

120

Jockey Colours: Light blue, maroon seams, striped cap
Timeform says: Career best when bagging a 2½m handicap hurdle at Huntingdon in
October 2010. Back in the winning groove in points last month, so not one to take lightly on
first try over regulation fences.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

7 1P4P0-5 WHAT A SCIENTIST (IRE) 27 
b g Karinga Bay - Half Irish

12 11 - 10 Mr P Mason (7)
Mrs Sarah Stafford

95

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark blue cross belts, yellow sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue and yellow
quartered cap
Timeform says: Lost his way over fences in his time with Nigel Twiston-Davies. Trademark
mistakes still in evidence switched to this discipline at Warwick last month and this no easier.

 (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: Prolific point winner Lorikarad showed a good attitude when making a winning
start in hunters at Towcester last month and will be tough to beat in his follow-up bid. One-time useful
hurdler Rathcor was off the mark at the second attempt in points last month and looks the main danger
if his jumping comes up to scratch on his first try over regulation fences.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: LORIKARAD 
2: RATHCOR 
3: WINTERWOOD


